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About This Game

Play awesome stories with this 12 in 1 Hidden Object Games Bundle

From New York to London, from the 19th century to our days, discover 12 adventure games in this bundle

Statue of Liberty : The Lost Symbol - Investigate the disappearance of one of the most important symbols of the United
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States.

Secret Case : Paranormal Investigation - Investigate the greatest unsolved mysteries!

Hidden Files : Echoes of JFK - One of the best kept secrets in all history is about to be revealed!

Jack the Ripper : Letters from Hell - Can you clear the name of the reporter Bert, suspected of being Jack the Ripper?

Public Enemies : Bonnie & Clyde - Follow Bonnie & Clyde’s track through the United States!

Criminal Investigation Agents : Petrodollars -  Step into the shoes of female investigator Keegan and bring down the people
that think they're above the law.

Medford Asylum: Paranormal Case -  Alison Ester has been asked to work on the renovation site of a former asylum. She
must find what forced workers to stop the renovation. They're frightened by this "haunted" place. She didn't know there would

be an even more frightening discovery . . .

FBI : Paranormal Case -  James is a young FBI agent newly promoted to the Department of Unclosed Case Files. During his
different enquiries into strange cases, he uncovers an incredible international plot that aims to hide a shocking and well-guarded

secret…"

Frankenstein - Help Brad to find the parts of Janet’s body, his fiancée, as well as the pieces of the monstrous machine which
will put her body back together… in Frankenstein’ manor!

Deadly Association -  Nancy Boyle, a young woman without a criminal past has been found dead—half-naked—near her home
in Brooklyn. The forensic police inspectors Chloé and Paul are on the case. There's a big surprise in store for them.

Haunted House Mysteries -  Nancy Evans is an expert in superstition and modern societies. She's been invited by her aunt,
Mary Allen, to spend a few days in a quiet cottage by the sea. What she doesn't know is that, next to the cottage, there's a large,

run-down house that has a macabre atmosphere.

Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde -  At the end of the 19th century, a monster is prowling around in the Victorian fog of London. He has
trampled on a young girl, killed a Member of Parliament, and molested a match seller. When he finds out the terrible news, Mr
Utterson ends up discovering that the case is not unrelated to his friend Dr Henry Jekyll and to the terrible individual currently

staying with him: Mr Hyde.
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The horror genre has reached a new low with this game. Everything, from the visuals, to the setting, the atmosphere, the story, is
just awful. And I understand, that not everyone is a native english speaker, but for crying out loud, if you're going to release a
game to an international audience, have your spelling and grammar checked by someone who speaks decent english. If this game
were free, I'd still request a refund for it.. Can't run on Mac -- just a black screen with spinning wheel. Other people have the
same problem.. My son suckered me into buying this. I Sent him home to bed early and played 2.6 hours on my first try. If you
liked trains as a child and loved the idea of having a very large track layout in a room, then this is for you.

At first, the control scheme is a pain, the tutorial needs real help, and I didn't look for a tutorial either or notes on how to use
this simluator.

As far as it goes, the trigger is important on the controls:
Holding Trigger grabs objects and if you grabbed a table and while the control illuminates red, hit the trackpad once to unlock
and move then press tracks again while holding trigger and table to snap tables in place and on the floor. (its a pain at first but
feels very natural after getting the controller scheme figured out.)

Holding Trigger to an object and while gripping the controller at the same time deletes objects including table (it turns red and
brightens to max and deletes).

Holding trigger forms finger to press buttons on virtual controls and virtual drawer.

gripp one controller in air to move height or direction by moving your arm.
grip 2 controllers at the same time and swing your arms around side to side to rotate room.

lots of wierd combination but once you figure out what these do during gameplay, you then realise it is one overlooked piece of
simulation that needs your attention. After figuring out controller scheme, it feels very natural.

Another trick. Holding a piece of pavement and over a table with trigger hold, while holding trigger, I hit the track pad and
sprinkle the pavement on the table like parmesan cheese on spaghetti. So cool.

Right now, I'm trying to figure out how to divert my son's attention so I can add more hours into this simulator. I ended up really
liking it.. The game is just like TM naitons, but with better graphics and new tracks, sfx, etc. I would recomend you to buy the
game eventhough its the same as its free counterpart, for me its TMN +1. Plus, it would be great to see more people in the
online lobbys!. Pretty solid space survival game. The graphics are pretty good as well for being such a small company..
UPDATE: I have changed my review from negative to positive. I took a break from this to play some other games and have
come back to try it again. UNfortunately, it's been long enough that I can't remember how to get back to where the specific
crash issues occured, so I'm going to start a fresh game. I still experience the freeze ups just not as often, but am going to
attribute these to the possibility of my graphics card not playing nicely even though it should. I've had a couple of other odd
experiences outside of this game that may be related. Just remember experiences may vary from one PC to another.

ORIGINAL POST: I only give this a negative recommendation because it suffers from constant fatal errors. If these were
corrected I would say it is a fun and challenging game for its style and genre. However, I played the game past level 5 when it
starts to make sense and becomes somewhat easier, but it just becomes too much work and less play to be enjoyable. because
this is hasn't had any updates for over a year and is stated as Definitive Edition still having these issues is a big detractor.

The developer has stated some of these issues are related to Win 10 and to apply a fix listed in a post. I have done this and the
reponse from the fix was there were no issues with my system. I have experienced three types of fatal errors which are likely all
the same at the root of it all. The three types of errors I experienced were:

1) Game freeze with no error or debug message which required closing the window and killing the process.;
2) Out of Memory causing the game to close upon clicking OK. I'm not sure what language the game was written in, but I've
seen tons of these in programs written in C and C++.
3) Fatal crash with a debug window. I've had this happen twice, one at the entrance to the Lake and in the Goblin Hall.
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___________________________________________
############################################################################################
FATAL ERROR in
action number 1
of Draw Event
for object scr_block:

DoAdd :2: illegal array use
at gml_Script_monsterspecial
############################################################################################
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
stack frame is
gml_Script_monsterspecial (line 0)
gml_Script_defend
gml_Script_combat
gml_Script_write_monsters
gml_Script_paintwalls
gml_Object_scr_block_Draw_0

I really want to like the game more but it has gotten to be a major pain to play. I tried saving often, but when it crashes within 5
minutes (literally) of startup saving every 10 steps, again, is a detractor. I hope Sovereign doesn't have theese issue as I'd like to
play it too. I like these type of games.. me encanta! Gracias! Bueno el juego. I can't know how to play this game :D
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It just isn't fun. Cleared two waves of this snore fest... and moved along.. Simple game, but the controls are a bit strange. The
controller buttons seem unresposive, with a controller. This is annoying when the game says press this button to skip the
cimenatic cut scene, or use these buttons to perform this action. Other than that, it's decent. I view this as a fun and enjoyable
game, however all actions take up staminia, so sometimes it's a real drag trying to kill the enemies within the arena. Most of the
time, I am just running along the outer edge as it goes up.. Loved it although the puzzels are quite irritating it its wonderful
interactions good story and dialog

I laugh so many times playing this truely one the most enjoyable games I've played in a while

I Highly reccomend it and if anyone gets stuck just ask me anything except where to find the last vial I' m still working on that.

Ending is Pretty Funny and Remeber that theirs always a way tosolve every puzzle. Fun Game But Needs LOTS OF
DEVELOPMENT!. So there's an okay game hidden in here somewhere, but the flaws are too great for it to overcome.

Cons:
The english is barely readable, and often times I had to reread something 2 or 3 times to figure out what was trying to be said.
Turns are short, but happen in 2 different places, which means you spend half your play time tabbing back and forth between
screens
I spent an hour of gameplay building up a small, but noticeable lead on CPU players, which was wiped out over 2 turns by a
plague. don't know if it was random or what, but after eeking out advantages of 20 people here or there, losing 3000 to an
uncontrolable and unforseeable event was frustrating
as far as I can tell game balance skews so heavily to the defensive that the only valid strategy is super-turtle, and I think 2 people
playing super-turtle will never be able to hurt each other. I cannot not rate this high enough.
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